POSTDOCTORAL TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES
at the University of Georgia

EXCEPTIONAL FACULTY
UGA faculty are international leaders in innovative, high-impact research, and are committed to quality mentoring, preparing postdocs for careers in academy, industry, and beyond.

OUTSTANDING RESOURCES
UGA's annual research expenditures of over $500 million reflects cutting edge research facilities, resources, and infrastructure. UGA is consistently in the top 5 of institutions translating discoveries to market.

CAREER PROGRAMMING
- Grant Writing
- Pedagogy
- Effective Mentoring
- Innovation and Entrepreneurship
- Industry career prep
- Academic career prep
- Project management

INCLUSIVE CULTURE
UGA recognizes that a diverse community is essential to the growth and success of our research mission. We are continuously developing initiatives to encourage an inclusive culture.

CONTACT US
research.uga.edu/opa/
opa@uga.edu